
 

 

 

 

Soul Guide 

 

In A time Of Great Initiation Our Soul Must Be Our Guide 

 

Our Soul Guide offering is for those that want to go through this time empowered, focused 

on creating their most aligned life, and being the fullest expression of their soul.   

 

Soul Guide is a supportive journey that includes a Weekly Deep Dive Virtual 

Workshop and Monthly BreakThrough one-on-one Virtual ThetaHealing Session.  

 

What you get from Soul Guide: 

 

A nurturing supportive community that keeps you uplifted and reminded of your 

connection.  

 

Tools to develop your inner strength, knowing and resiliente spirit.  

 

Practices to cultivate an environment of peace, faith and trust. 

 

A system to grow your best self and life while staying focused and aligned with your 

true priorities. 

 

Together we will let go of uncertainty, fear around health, family and finances and heal our 

broken heart and overwhelm with the state of the world.  

 

Joining Soul Guide is claiming this time to bring your gifts and best self to the world.  

 

We will go on a journey to awaken your dormant power while releasing fear, anger and 

negativity that keeps you from being a source of Creation. 

  



 

 

What does this commitment look like?  

 

• Live Weekly Deep Dive Virtual Workshop (90min)  

Sunday at 11:30 A.M. EST (8:30 A.M. PST) 

all workshops recorded 

 

• 1 Monthly one-on-one BreakThrough Virtual ThetaHealing Session (60 min)  

 

RAVE REVIEWS 

 
“After one session with Eric my thyroid condition disappeared and has not recurred.  I saw Eric again for a chest 

cold, and he asked when I was to get my period! Apparently he saw the spirit of a baby boy floating around over 

my shoulder. I wasn’t “late”, and had no idea I was pregnant. When I got home and took a pregnancy test, it 

confirmed that I was indeed 2 weeks pregnant, even before my period was due.” - Nahanni  Johnstone, Model & 

Mom, New York City 

 
“Sarah Faith is a phenomenal intuitive. Her clear insight and perception has helped me move through issues that 

have plagued me most of my life. Feelings and thoughts that would drag me down no longer affect me.  I feel 

stronger and clearer than ever before, and I have confidently moved forward without the same old fears stopping 

me. In one of my sessions with Sarah I complained about my sore throat.  She told me it looked like a virus, 

asked if God could clear it, and instantly my sore throat disappeared. Sarah’s continued Theta instruction has 

been an inspiration to my life.  Her teachings and her healing have been an incredible gift.” - Julie Schiowitz, 

Artist 

 
“Eric is truly gifted. I consulted him because I felt sluggish and generally lacked motivation. Eric established that 

I had a problem with my lungs and recommended a series of vitamins. This explained why I constantly suffered 

from bad chest infections – which I hadn’t told Eric about as I didn’t have an infection at the time. Within two 

weeks I was full of energy and felt much happier. Three months have passed with no chest infections! Eric has 

an easygoing manner and is very kind. I highly recommend him.” - Candice, Artist, NYC 

 
“I owe Sarah Faith a big thanks...I just couldn't let my ex go.  Each day I awoke and she was the first thought on 

my mind. I would think about her throughout the day and get lost in the past. I truly felt I lost a piece of my soul, 

and with it a degree of peace I once had. So I saw Sarah for one session and I have healed at an exponential 

rate both emotionally and spiritually.  I’ve started dating again, I have forgiven, and I am on my way to finding out 

what life has in store without the burden of a grudge.  I would recommend the work for anyone. It is 

straightforward and to the point, deceptively simplistic and effective.   If you have trouble letting go of someone 

or forgiving then I strongly recommend to you Sarah Faith’s services.” -  R. C. T., Massage Therapist 

 

  



 

 

Examples of Workshops: 

 

• How to activate your intuitive ability to heal yourself and others. How your immune 

system works and how to witness a healing for COVID-19. Plus mindset of a healer 

and beliefs to clear to help you heal quicker.  

 

• How to pivot in your business and your life during uncertainty. We will cover finding 

your spiritual mission in order to grow your wealth during this time of 

transition.  What it takes to have an empowered mindset to manifest and when to hit 

pause and reinvent yourself.  

 

• Relationships during cocooning.  We see people either completely isolated or over 

cramped. Let’s work on relationships! How is your partnership surviving? How is it 

with kids at home? And work on top of that! We will be doing a healing workshop on 

these dynamics  

 

Try us out!  
Get Your First Virtual Deep Dive Workshop Free (Value $100) 

Click HERE to Claim your FREE Workshop 

 

**For 1st FREE Workshop must attend Live. Recorded replay only available for those 

enrolled in the Full Soul Guide Journey.** 

 

Your Soul Guide Journey 

4 Live Deep Dive Virtual Workshops (value $400) 

1 BreakThrough ThetaHealing Session (Value $250) 

Total Value: $650 

 
Your Monthly Investment: $350 (save $300) - terms and conditions apply. 

 

Join Soul Guide 

Click HERE To Sign Up For Soul Guide 

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=41243&stype=-8&sVT=121&sView=day&sLoc=0
https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/ASP/main_shop.asp?studioid=41243&tg=&vt=&lvl=&stype=40&view=&trn=0&page=&catid=&prodid=177&date=4%2f15%2f2020&classid=0&prodGroupId=&sSU=&optForwardingLink=&qParam=&justloggedin=&nLgIn=&pMode=0&loc=1

